Architecture and designing of their House

Recently Dr Sanjay and Dr Meeta have got constructed their new house in Agra. Except for some civil works, all the exteriors and interiors have been done without the help of professionals. Its exterior is a blend of Rajasthani and Tibetan architecture. They have used the carved pink stone jharokha of Jaisalmer haveli style with the modern design that gives the house a distinctive appearance. Its interior also has some unique feature that you can see below. They believe it is not the money that makes the house beautiful, instead it is the artistic and creative attitude that gives the house more beautiful look with a relatively less budget.

Different Jharokhas
Different Jharokhas

Main Entrance

Staircase - Grapevine pattern
Mandir of marble stone with inlay work of colored stone

This Mural is basically designed around five picture frames. It is made up of small glass beads that are used in ordinary jewellery.
Foldable Partition between drawings room & lobby: lower half is made up of carved wood and upper half has double glass fittings that can be used either as picture frame or cloths matching with curtains of room or different items on both sides.
Lobby – another view showing Kitchen area, dining table and Crockery cabinet

Door of kitchen made up of frames containing small ceramic tiles

Drawing Room

Daughter’s Room
Daughter's Bedroom

Master Bedroom

Window with coloured glasses

Guest bed room with marble bed with inlay work
Glass room from outside

Glass room from inside

Mural [5’ x 7’] of teracota with mandna

Mural [5’ x 5’] from waste tiles
Rockery